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Abstract

A two-level algorithm for the two dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equations based on a new

projection is proposed and investigated. The approximate solution is solved as a sum of a large eddy

component and a small eddy component, which are in the sense of the new projection, constructed in

this paper. These two terms advance in time explicitly. Actually, the new algorithm proposed here

can be regarded as a sort of postprocessing algorithm for the standard Galerkin method (SGM). The

large eddy part is solved by SGM in the usual L2—based large eddy subspace while the small eddy part

(the correction part) is obtained in its complement subspace in the sense of the new projection. The

stability analysis indicates the improvement of the stability comparing with SGM of the same scale,

and the L2—error estimate shows that the scheme can improve the accuracy of SGM approximation for

half order. We also propose a numerical implementation based on Lagrange multiplier for this two-level

algorithm.
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1. Introduction. In a recent paper [9], a new approximate inertial manifold and related postpro-

cessing procedure of the standard Galerkin method (SGM) approximation to the steady Navier-Stokes

(NS) equations is proposed and investigated by constructing a new projection. For the usual two-level

algorithms for the NS equations (including nonlinear Galerkin methods), the small eddy approximating

(postprocessing) procedures are often accomplished in the small eddy subspace in the sense of the usual

L2 inner product, for example, algorithms in [2], [5],[8],[10],[11],[12] and etc. And for the algorithm in [9],

one postprocesses the SGM approximation in certain new small eddy subspace which is constructed based

upon the solution information obtained by the SGM approximation and generally consists of both the

large and small eddy components in the sense of the usual L2— inner product. Since the construction of

the new small eddy subspace is based upon the solution information from the SGM approximation, the

new algorithm is expected to have a better performance. Since the small eddy component, obtained by

such new algorithm, consists of both the large and small eddy components in the sense of the usual L2 —

inner product, that is, the small eddy component obtained by the algorithm in [9] will not only supply

the SGM approximation with the usual small eddy component (the truncation part in the sense of usual

L2— inner product) but also do certain correction for the SGM approximation itself in the usual large

eddy subspace, it is reasonable for us to hope that this kind of algorithm may do better job than usual

ones.

In this paper, we will use the similar ideal in [9] to construct a new two-level algorithm for the

unsteady NS equations based on a certain new small eddy subspace. Actually, we will show that the

new small eddy subspace is a time dependent tangent space of a certain manifold associated to the NS

equations. First, we get an approximate solution u5n+1 in the usual large eddy subspace Hm at time

tn+i. Then we rewrite the NS equation at tn+x as:

(1.1) Fn+l(u(tn+1) = 0,

where u(tn+\) stands for the exact solution of the NS equations in certain Hilbert space H at this moment.

Different from the usual two-level method which usually supplies certain approximation of truncation

part of w^+1 in the usual L2—based small eddy subspace, we intend to provide an approximation of the

truncation part in certain approximate tangent space V of the manifold / = Fn+l(u) at u — u^+1.

That is, we want to provide a suitable approximation wn+l of the increment u(tn+{) — u^+1 in V

Therefore, the key issue is to construct a projection and its associated approximate incremental subspace

V . Once we solve this issue, the construction of our two-level method is obvious. Indeed, our two-level

algorithm, based on the above consideration, can be regarded as some postprocessing procedure to the

SGM. On the coarse level Hm, we actually need to solve an explicit SGM equation to get a large eddy

approximation «J[1
+1. The only difference from the SGM is that we supply the SGM approximation u^

at the previous time step with the usual projection of wn in Hm- On the fine level we have to solve an

equation in Hm + V to get the final approximation w£l
+1+wn+1 at time step n + 1 by almost the same

scheme as the explicit SGM. Our stability and error analysis shows that the new algorithm has better

stability properties than the explicit SGM on the fine level Hm + V and can improve the accuracy



of the SGM approximation on coarse level for half order. Another attractive thing is that the numerical

implementation is very simple and there is almost no programming necessity if the explicit SGM code is

at hand. For the sake of simplicity of the analysis, we consider only the spectral case.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a detailed functional setting of NS equations is

presented. In section 3, we construct the new projection and state our new two-level algorithm based on

this projection. Section 4 and section 5 are the stability and error analysis of the proposed algorithm.

Finally, we address some issues on numerical implementation in section 6.

2. The NS Equations. Let Q C R2 be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary F. We

consider the time-dependent NS equations describing the flow of a viscous incompressible fluid confined

in ft:

du
— - WYu + (u • V)u + Vp = / (x,t) e f t x R+,
at
V - u = 0 (x,t) e fix R+,

These equations are supplemented with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions

u | r = 0 V(x,i) € T x R+,

or the periodic boundary conditions

u is fl- periodic,

when Q is a two dimensional torii. Here u is the velocity field, p is the pressure, / represents the

time-dependent density of body forces and v > 0 is the kinetic viscosity.

In the rest of this paper, we will consider only the Dirichlet boundary conditions case and all the

results are true for the periodic boundary conditions case. Indeed, the periodic boundary conditions case

is a little bit easier in analysis.

To write the problem in a functional form, we introduce the following linear vector space:

H = {v € L2(f2) : V • v = 0 in weak sense, v • n = 0},

where L2(Q) = L2(Q)2 and n denotes the unit outward normal vector of T. This space is a Hilbert space

when equipped with the usual L2—inner product and related norm:

(u,v) = I u -vdx, \v\ = (u, u)

We denote by P the L2— orthogonal projection from L (Q) to H. It is convenient to introduce the

Stokes operator A = P{—A), which is an unbounded linear positive operator on H with compact inverse

and whose domain is denoted by D(A). Obviously, A has the following countable positive sequence of

eigenvalues 0 < A i < A 2 < - - - — > + o o and its associated eigenvectors 0i,<fo, • • -, which form a complete

orthogonal basis of H. In addition, it is classical that we can define the power operator As for any s £ R,

whose domain is

oo

\ 2 s \D(AS) = {VGH:V = 5 > i ( & , ^ \2s\Vi\
2 < +oo, Vi G R],
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which is a Hilbert space if it is equipped with the following nature inner product and related norm:

(u, v), = {Asu, Asv), \Asv] = {Asv, Asv) *.

\A3 • | is an equivalent norm of || • ||2S, the usual norm of Sobolev space H2s(Q)2, at least for s < 1. We

often denote V = D(A^).

Projecting NS equations by P leads to the NS equations of functional form in H:

(2.1) -£ + vAu + B(u, u) = /, u(0) = u0,

where B(u,v) = P[(u • V)v] and we assume / 6 L°°(R+,H). For any given positive integer M, let us

denote by PM the L2— orthogonal projection from H to the following finite dimensional subspace

It is obvious that PM is also an orthogonal projection in the sense of any D(AS)— inner product. Let us

denote by QM = / — PM and the following properties are classical (see [3])

(2.2) \PMAf>v\<\fc°'\Aav\, |QMAat>|<A££|^u| Va < 0,v £ D(Afi).

It is easy to verify that

(2.3) \PMAsvI + \QMAsv\ < ̂ /2\Asv\ Vv € D{AS).

We also define the usual trilinear form

b(u,v,w) = (B(u,v),w) Vu,v,w€V,

and recall some properties of it (see [14]) which are extensively used in the rest of this paper

(2.4) b(u,v,w) = -b(u,w,v) Vu,v,w G V,

\u\oo\\Aiv\\w\,
luWA^vWwlco,

where c\ > 0 is a constant independent of u, v, w; si,S2, S3 > 0, si + s% + s3 > 1 and (si, S2, S3) can not

be equal to (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) when "=" is applied.

We conclude this section by recalling some other inequalities in Sobolev spaces whose combination

with the above estimates (2.5) can produce more estimates which are useful in later analysis; they are

Agmon's inequality

(2.6) Hoo<ci,i|t;|i|i4t;|i W e D(A),

the Sobolev interpolation inequality

(2.7) \A*v\ <cifi\v\i\Aiv\* Vu e V,



Brezis-Gallouet inequality [1]

Hoo<cil3|i4M(l + b - ^ L ) i VveD(A),
\A*v\l

and the special case of Brezis-Gallouet inequality in finite dimensional subspace

(2.8) M e < ch3LM\Al*v\ Vv e HM,

where LM = (1 + In -r— )5, cy i, ci,2 and ci,3 are positive constants independent of v and M. To avoid

having too many constants, we regard c ^ i , ^ and 01,3 as unity from now on and this will not cause

any significant difference. It is obvious that LM changes very slowly as M changes thus it behaves like

a constant comparing with \M- Using (2.3),(2.5) and (2.8), it is easy to verify the following special

estimates of the trilinear form:

(2-9) | K w ) ' | } - V^LMIAM \A*V\ \W\ Vu,vev,we HM.

3. New Projection and Its Associated Two-Level Algorithm. Let us denote by k > 0 the

time step length. For any non-negative integer n, we introduce

tn = nk, un = PMu{tn), un = QMu(tn),

and apply PM to (2.1) which we write at t = tn+i:

, . Fn + 1(un + 1) =un+1 -un+kuAun+1 + kPMB(un+1 +un+\un+1 +un+1)
[6-l) -kPMr+1-hn+1=0,

where

For certain given positive integer m (we, of course, assume that M is large enough such that M > m),

suppose u^1"1 £ Hm is a certain approximation to the solution u(tn+i). Denoting VM = PMV, we define

a bilinear form on VM X VM- VU>, V €

(3.2) £ M + 1 K W ) = (w,v)+ka{w,v) + kb

It is easy to verify that the following associated variational problem: for any given g € V*, find w

such that

£n+1(w,v)=<g,v> VveVM,

is well posed provided the later introduced conditions (4.2) are satisfied. Now we can define a new

projection i?^+1 : VM —» Hm as follows: for any w £ V M , find R^'1w € Hm such that

£n
f+

1(w-R?n
+1w,v) = 0 Vv£Hm.

Consequently, by this new projection the space V M has the following decomposition:

= Hm + VM ,



where

Vn^1 = {w - {PM - K£l)w : Viy G V}.

The following "orthogonal"-like property

(3.3)

is obvious. For convenience, we will use Cn+1 and V to represent JC^1 and V w in the remainder,

respectively. In the next lemma we will show that the similar property (2.2) of the usual L2 projection

Pm is also valid for this new projection 12JJ+1.

LEMMA 3.1. Assume that u£,+1 £ Hm is a certain approximation to the solution of NS equations at

time step n+1 and there exists a positive constant M\ such that

(3-4) | 4 * < + 1 | <

Then the projection i?£j+1 ^ a s ^te following properties:

\PmM < \QrnM, \&\ <

provided the later introduced conditions (4-2) is held.

Proof. Thanks to the property (3.3), we have

cn+1{w,pmw) = 0 Vui e vn+1.

That is

\Pmw\2+kv\PmAlw\2 = -kb(u^\Qmw,Pmw) - kb{Pm

Thanks to (2.4), (2.5) and (2.8), we have

kb{u^+\Qmw,Pmw) = -kb(vZ+\Pmw,Qmw) < c1fc

Ait2;| |QmtD| < %\PmAiw\* +

+ 1 | |Pmu;| \PmA?w\ < 2c1Mlk\Pmw\ \PmA?w\

— \PmA2w\2 + 1 x \Pmw\2,
*J 1/

k\b{Qmw,uZ+\Pmw)\ <Clk\Qmw\ | ^ 2 < + 1 | \Pmw\oo <

- 3 '

Therefore,

Thanks to (4.2), it holds



Then we can conclude the result of this lemma as long as the conditions (3.4) and (4.2) are satisfied.D

Now we give the new two-level (postprocessing) algorithm: for u^ = Pmu° and w° = Qmu°, find

U2+1 € Hm and wn+1 € t>"+1 such that

(3.5) « + » + M«m+1.«) + **«,"«,") = k(fn+1,v) + (u^+wn,v) Vv € Hm,

« + 1 + wn+\v)+ fca«+1 + wn+1,v) + kb{u^

For the convenience of later analysis, we give another equivalent form of scheme (3.5)-(3.6). By using

(3.3), we can rewrite (3.5) as:

, «+1,«)- «,*) + fca(<+» = -*&«<«) kb(u^wn
V)

V- > -kb(wn,u^v)-ka{wn,v)

Using (3.5), (3.6) can be rewritten as:

(wn+l,v) -(wn,Qmv)+ka(wn+\v) = -

In the rest of this paper, we will use the following symbols:

Remark 1. As assumed that u^+1 is certain approximation to u{tn+{) in H m , then a possible

approach to get a more accurate approximation in VM is to solve the following equations of Newton

iteration

(DuF
n+l{u^Xw^ -<+1),^) = {-Fn+\u^+l),v) Vv

It is easy to verify (DuF
n+1 (u%+l)<j>, v) = £n+1(^,v). Since w^+1 is t n e approximation of u(tn+i) in

Hm, we have (Fn+1(u^+1),f) « 0 for all v € Hm. Thus, it is very natural for us to seek a suitable

approximation of wn+l or an approximate increment wn+1 « wn+1 — u^1"1 such that

Cn+1(wn+\v) = Cn+1(wn+1 - K£lwn+\v) = 0 « £n+1(i(;n+1 - < + 1 , v ) Vz; € i f

where JRJ5»+1 is the new projection from VM to H m . That is also the reason why we want to seek the

approximate increment in V . In the usual two-level method, the incremental subspace (PM — Pm)V

is a flat manifold in the time-" spatial" space while the incremental subspace V in our two-level method

is a nonlinear manifold in the same space whose t = tn+i section is a flat manifold V in the "spatial"

space consisting of both the usual L2 based large eddy and small eddy components. It is obvious that the

usual two-level method always corrects the large eddy approximation in the same direction (subspace)

while our two-level method will postprocess the SGM approximation in a different direction (subspace)



at a different time step according to the large eddy information one has already had. In the rest of this

paper, we always call the subspaces Hm and V the large eddy and small eddy subspaces, respectively.

Remark 2. Let us give a rough interpretation of the scheme (3.5)-(3.6). By using the bilinear form

£"+1(-,-) and

6(tzn+1,tin+1,t;) = b(un+\5n+l,v) + b{5n+\un,v) + b(un,un,v),

(3.1) can be rewritten as

Cn+1 (fin+l>v) + Cn+1{un+1,v) - kb(u!^+\un+1,v) - kb{U
n+\ <+*, v)

1(3.9) ( ) { ) ( ) (
+kb(un+\u{tn+1),v) = k(r+\v) + (hn+1,v) + (un,v) W e VM,

Taking v e Hm in (3.9) and noticing (3.3) and the following substitution

-kb(u^+\un+1,v) - kb{un+1,v%+\v) + kb{un,un,v)
^-kb(u^+1,Sn+1,v)-kb(STl+1,u^+1,v)-kb(Sn+1,un,v)-kb(unJn+1,v

+kb(en+\un,v) + kb{un,en+1,v) + kb(un,un,v) + kb{un,un,v),

we have

(un+l ,v) + ka{un+1,v) + kb{en+\un,v) + kb{un,en+\v) + kb(un,un,v)
(3.10) +kb(iin, un, v) + A)G!(5n+1, v) + kG2(u

n+1, v)
= k(fn+\v) + {hn+1,v) + {un+un,v) Vv € Hm,

where

Gl{5n+\v)=-b{v^\5n+\v)-b{6n+\u^-\v)-b{5n+\un,v)
-b(un, Sn+\v) + b(un+1,6n+\v) + b{Sn+1,un, v),

\ \ 1

If we regard the terms that contain en+1, <5n+1, 5n+1, <5n+1, un+1 and the terms kb(un, un, v) and (/in+1, v)

as high order small quantities and omit them, we can get the large eddy approximate equation (3.5) by

substituting un+1, u11 and un with u^1, u7^ and wn respectively. On the other hand, if we take v £ V

in (3.9), we have

(un+1 +un+\v) + ka(un+1+un+l,v) + kb(un,un,v) + kb(un+\6n+1,v)
(3.11) +kb{5n+\un,v) + kb(un+\un+1 ,v) + kb{un+1 ,u(tn+1),v)

= k(fn+1,v) + (hn+\v) + (un,v) Wv € V"+ 1 .

Similar treatment for deriving (3.10) leads to the small eddy approximate equations (3.6).

4. Stability Analysis. We will establish the stability result of scheme (3.5)-(3.6) (or equivalent

(3.7)-(3.8)) in this section. We will achieve this by several steps which are stated as several lemmas. For

simplicity, we denote | / | — |/|jr,~/^+ ff-, and this will not cause any confusion according to the context.

First of all, we give several discrete counterparts of the Gronwall or uniform Gronwall inequalities.

LEMMA 4.1 (Discrete Gronwall Inequality[2]). Let dn be a positive sequence satisfying

Vn > 0, adn+l - pdn < q,

where a, (3, q are three positive constants with a =̂  /?. Then

Vn>0, dn<(-)n(do-a



LEMMA 4.2 (Discrete Uniform Gronwall Inequality[13]). Let dn, gn and qn be three series satisfying

dn+l - dn

k <<?"<*"+ gw, Vn>n 0

and

N+k0 N+k0 N+k0

k^Tjg
n<ax, k^2qn<a2, k ]P cT < a3, Vko>nQ

n—ko n—ko n—k0

with kN = r. Then

< (a2 + — )exp(ai), Vn>nor

LEMMA 4.3 (Discrete Usual Gronwall Inequality[13]). Let dn, gn and qn be three series satisfying

Then

N N N

^ ) , Wn<N + l.
i=0 t=O j=i

Now let us establish the stability theorem step by step.

LEMMA 4.4. Assume that there exists a constant Mi > 0 such that IA^U^^ + IA^W"-]2 < Mf. Then,

we have |J45U£+1 | < 1M\ as long as the later introduced conditions (4-2) are valid.

Proof. Once the conditions (4.2) are satisfied, the proof of this lemma is straightforward by the

energy method and we leave to the readers. •

This lemma guarantees the results of lemma 3.1 are valid in V™ as long as|A5u£J2+|;42u;n|2 < Mf.

LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that there exists a constant Mi > 0 such that

Then there exists a constant

(4-1)

such that

provided

l/\2 * V *• *•



Proof. First of all, we do some large eddy estimates. Taking v — 2tt^+1 in (3.7) and noticing

6 ( O " , < + 1 ) = -b{un
m,Qmwn+1 - ^ < + 1 ) + 6(<,Qm t2 ,"+ 1 ,<+ 1) .

we can get

K+1I2+ K+1 - <l 2 - Kl2

, 4 ON = 1

1 J -

Let us estimate the terms on the right-hand side of (4.3) one by one. Most of them are related to the

estimates of the trilinear form 6(-, •, •). In the following estimates of the trilinear forms and the estimates

of the trilinear forms in the rest of this paper, we will frequently use (2.2)-(2.9) and some combinations

of them.

m Um) V LC\lVl\L,mK\J\?-Um \\Um Um

2kb(t%l,Qmwn+1 - t & n , < + 1 ) <2c1M1Lmk\Qmwn+l -w
, 1 l O 10c?M?L"Lk+1|2 + x J m

| A 5 < | + J \Qmwn+1 - wn\2,

2c1M1Lmfc
l

Cl l

wn

A combination of the above 7 estimates with (4.3) admits

K+1I2+ K+ 1 - < l 2 - K l 2 + 2HA5<+1|2 < nkv\A$<

(4.4)

10



Next we have to do the small eddy estimates. Taking v = 2wn+1 in (3.8) leads to

\wn+1\2 +\wn+1 - QmWn? - \QmW
= -2fc&«, < , Qmwn+1) - 2kb(u^, wn, wn+l) - 2kb(wn,«» , wn+1)

-2kb(wn,wn,wn+1) + 2k{fn+1,Qmwn+1).

Noticing

|™"+1 - Qmwn\2 + \Pmwn\2 = \Qm(wn+l - wn)\2 + | P ^ n + 1 | 2 + | P ^ n | 2

[ ' = \Qm1 2

we have

\Pm wn+1\2 + \wn+1\2 + \Qmwn+1 - wn\2 - \wn\2 \ \
(4.6) = -2fc6«, <,Qmwn + 1) - 2kb(u^,wn, wn+1) - 2kb(wn,<,^"

We summarize the estimates on the right-hand side terms of (4.6) as:

wn, wn+i) = 2kb(u^, Qmwn+1 - wn, wn+1) - 2fc6(u^, Qmwn+1,wn+1)

\\Qmwn+1-wn\ + 2c1M1L

l—5——\Qmw+l - wn\2

v

2c1M1Lmk\Qmwn+1 - wn\\Aiwn+1\

1 0

n,'u)n+1,(5mw)7i+1 - wn) + 2kb(wn,wn+1,Qmwn+1)

2c1M1LMk\Atwn+1\ \Qmwn+1 -wn\ + 2 }

^ ^mA~lfn+1\2,

A combination of the above 5 estimations with (4.6) leads to

12

- , 2

11



Thanks to the conditions (4.2), the summation of (4.4) and (4.7) gives us

( 4 '8 )

or

(4.9) (i +

By using the discrete Gronwall inequality, we can derive from (4.9) that: VO < I < n + 1

(4.10) <A? W ^ Y f J2 ^ ' » >

This ends the proof. D

LEMMA 4.6. Under the conditions of lemma 4-5, we can get a new positive constant M[ independent

of k, n, m, M and M\ such that

m\2 + \Aiwl\2 <M[2 Vl<n + 1.

Proof. Taking v = 2Aur£l in (3.7) and using

admits

(4.11)

For each right-hand side term of (4.11), we have

|2

2c1M1Lmk\A?(Qmwn+1 - wn)\ |Au^

12



<2c1MlLmXml1k\QmAwn+1\

2kb(Qmwn+1 -wn,u?n,AuZ+l) < 2c1M1LMk\AHQmwn+1 -wn

,u^n,Au^+1) < 2c1Mlk\Qmwn+1\oo\AvZt1\
<2c1M1k\Qmw\i\Awn+1\^\Au^+1\ < 2c1M1X^\

+ \AuZ+l\2),

10v\mk\Al (Qmwn+1 -

A combination of the above 8 estimates with (4.11) yields

(4.12)

{ m ) { ( Q m ),

Taking u = 2Awn+1 in (3.8) and using the similar formula as (4.5) yields

\PmA? wn+1\2 + \A*wn+112 + \A^{Qmwn+1 - wn)\2 - \Al2wn\2 + 2kv\Awn+1\2

(4.13) = -2kb{u^, 11%, QmAwn+1) - 2kb(u^, wn, Awn+1) - 2kb{wn,v%, Awn+l)
-2kb(wn,wrl,Awn+l)+2k(QTnf

n+i,Awn+1).

The estimates of each term on the right-hand side of (4.13) are as follows:

-2k b{v%, v%, QmAwn+l) = 2fcb«+1 - < , < , QmAwn+1)
-2kb{vZt\um,QmAwn+l)

2kb(u^n,w
n,Awn+1) - 2kb{u^,Qmwn+1 -wn,Awn+1) -2kb{u^,Qmwn+\Awn+1)

< 2c1MlLmk\Ai{Qmwn+1 - wn)\ \Awn+11 + 2°lM
i
lLmku\Awn+l\2

10 ^

13



= 2kb{Qmwn+1 -wn,u?n,Awn+1) -2kb(Qmwn+\u^Awn+1)

wn)\ \Awn+1\ ^ ^

-2kb(wn,wn,Awn+1) = 2kb(Qmwn+1 - wn,wn,Awn+1) - 2kb(Qmwn+\wn,Awn+1)

< 2c1M1LMk\Ai(Qmwn+1 - wn)\ \Awn+1\ + B £ l ^ *

Combining the above 5 estimates with (4.13), we obtain

|Aiti;n+1|2 -\A*wn\2 + \Ai(Qmwn+1 - wn)\2 + d

1/

kv,, ,

Now the summation of (4.12) and (4.14) and applying (4.2) leads to

as long as the stability conditions (4.2) are satisfied.

For a certain positive constant r, choose a positive integer N such that kN = r. Thanks to (4.8), we

have

i=fco

Let us denote by

_ 20r 2 _ 2M0
2 _ 35cfM^

By using the discrete uniform Gronwall inequality, we can get from (4.15) that

(4.16) l^ -u ' l 2 + l^ui ' l2 < (a2 + — )exp(ai) \/N<l<n + \
r

For I < N, by using the discrete usual Gronwall inequality we can obtain that

(4.17) lA^uJj2 + |;4.2u>'|2 < (|yl2uo|
2 +

14



Taking

(4.18) M'2 = max{(a2 + ^ e x p f a ) , (\A*uo\
2 + ?J|/|2)exp(a1)},

will end the proof. D

Eventually, we can give and prove the stability theorem as follows.

THEOREM 4.7. Suppose u0 G V, / € L°°(R+,H). There exists a positive constant M\ = M[ defined

in (4-18), which is independent of k, n, m and M, such that the scheme (3.5)-(3.6) is V—stable provided

k and m satisfy the stability conditions (4-2). That is

l\2<M? Vn>0.

Proof. With the knowledge of lemma 4.5 and lemma 4.6, we can complete the proof of this theorem

by induction.

From the definition of Mj and u^ — Pmu° — Pmuo, w° = Qmu° — (PM — Pm)uo, we know that the

result is true for I = 0. Suppose that the result is valid for I — n > 0, then by lemma 4.6 we can conclude

that the result is also true for I — n + 1. And this ensures the validity of the result for every n > 0. D

It is obvious that the scheme (3.5)-(3.6) has weaker stability conditions than usual one level explicit

SGM. In fact the stability conditions (4.2) of our scheme are similar to the stability conditions for explicit

SGM in Hm which is easier to be satisfied than the conditions for SGM in HM- That means we could

take larger time step length than usual explicit SGM in H M-

5. Error Analysis. In this section, we will give some error analysis of our scheme. Throughout

this section, we always assume that

rK| 2 + |^ | 2 ,K + ^|2,Ktn)l2

\ \AX2U^\2 + |A5^|2 , | A i « + wn)\\ \A?u(tn)\
2 < Ml

(5 2) ^
\\A-?u\ <+oo,

for any n > 0 and t > 0. From [5], we know that

( 5 3 )

In the following lemma, we give some estimates of |,47<5n+1| and \A

LEMMA 5.1. If the stability conditions (4-2) and (5.1)-(5.2) are valid, furthermore we assume

then

15



where K3 is a positive constant independent of k, n, m, M and will be defined in the proof.

Proof. Since

\Ax6n+l\ = \Al(PmSn+1 - PmSn+1)\ < \A*5n+1\ + \AX<Pm5n+1\,

we only have to estimate \A* Pm5n+1\. Thanks to (3.3), we have

(Sn+\v)+ka{Sn+\v) = -kb{u^\5n+\v)-kb{u^-v^,un,v)
< , ) ( \ ^ , v ) Vt; G Hm.

Take v = A*Pm5n+l in this equation, then

\A±Pm5n+1\2 +kv\AiPmSn+1\2

Noticing Qm5n+l = Qm$n+1, for each term on the right-hand side of this equation, we have

1 1

-' ° 7 I m

r n + l l | . n + l _ , n I

Notice that conditions (4.2) and (5.4) ensure

CcjMoAftAJU 6cfMffc 1
t/ + v - 2 '

a combination of the above estimates admits

2 12cf/tQ«iLg,fc + 1 2
« -1 ; \um — um\ .

\2
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From (3.7), it is easy to verify that

If we apply the condition (5.4) and define

we can derive the result of this lemma. D

Subtracting (3.5) from (3.10) admits

(en+1 ,v)+ka{en+1,v) - (en,v) = -kb(en+\un,v) - kb(un,en+1,v)
(5.5) -kb(en,un,v) - kb(u^,en,v) - kb(un,un,v) - kGi{5n+1,v)

-kG2(u
n+\v) + (hn+\v) + (en,v) Vv G Hr

m.

Thanks to (3.3), we have

(en,v) = -ka(en,v) — kb(u^n,e
n,v) - kb(en,u^n,v) Vv € Hm.

By using this relation, the above equations can be rewritten as

(en+1 ,v) + ka(en+1,v) - (en
:v) = -kb(en+1,un,v) - kb(un,en+1,v)

, , -kb(en, un, v) - kb(u^, en,v)- ka(en,v) - kb(u^, en, v)
*• ' -kb{en,u^,v) - kb{un,un,v) - feGi(5n+1,u)

-kG2(u
n+1,v) + (hn+1,v) Vu G Hm.

Subsequently, by subtracting (3.6) from (3.11) we can obtain

(en+1 ,v) + ka(en+l,v) + {en+1,v) + ka(en+i,v) + kb{un+1, 5n+\ v)
+kb(8n+\un,v) + kb(en + en, un,v) + kb(u^ + wn, en + en,v) + kG2(u

n+l,v)

= (en + en,Pmv) + (en + en,Qmv) + (hn+\v) Vv € Vn + 1 .

By using (5.5) and observing that

(en + en,Qmv) = {en,Qmv), (en+1,t>) + ka(en+\v) = (en+\Pmv) + ka(en+l,Pmv),

the substitution of (en + en, Pmv) in the above equations finally admits via careful calculations that

(e"+1 ,v) + ka(en+\v) - (Qmen,v) = kb(un, en+l, Pmv) - kb(en,un,Qmv)
-kb(u^en,Qmv)-kb(wn,en,v) + kb{en+1-en,un,Pmv)

(5-7) ~kb(en,un,v) - kb(u^+wn,en,v) + kG3(5
n+1,v) - kG2(u

n+\v)

+kb(un,un,Pmv) + (hn+1,Qmv) Vv £ Vn+\

where

G3(5
n+1,v)=G1{6n+\Pmv)-b{un+1,8n+\v)-b(5n+\un,v)

-6(«", 5 ; + 1 , Pmv) - b(un+\ 5»+\ Qmv) ~ b(5n+\ un, QJ).

THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that the stability conditions (4-2) in theorem 4-7, (5-4) and assumptions

(5.1) and (5.2) are fulfilled. Then we have: Vn > 0

K t 7 l ) - « + v)") |<(e1 0 C '^" t -l)i{n6k
 r " • "*
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where «5 and rc6 are positive constants independent of k, m, M and n which will be defined explicitly at

the end of the proof of this theorem.

Proof. Taking v = 2en+1 in (5.6) leads to

|en+i|2 + |cn+i _ en|2 + 2kv\Aien+1\2 - |e"|2 = -2fc6(en+1,un,e"
~2kb(en,un,en+1) - 2kb(u^,en,en+1) - 2ka(en,en+1)
-2fc6« ,e n , e n + 1 ) - 2Jfc6(en, uJJ,, en+1) - 2kb(un,un, en+1)
-2kG1(5

n+1,en+1)-2kG2(u
n+1,en+1) + 2{hn+\en+1).

For each term on the right-hand side of (5.8), we have

2kb{en+1,un,en+1) = -2kb{en+\en+1,un) <
_ i

", u", en+1) = 2ifc6(en+1, un, en+1) - 2kb{en+1 - en, un, en+1)

10

|en+11 +2ciMiLmfc|^2en+11 |en + 1 - en|

' v ' ' '

- e",en+1)

, e",

3e"+1 | \QmAien+1\ + 2c1M1Lmk\Ahn+1\\Qmen+1

(\Ahn+1\2 + \Ahn+1\2)

2kb{un,un,en+1) <2c1k\un\\Aiun\\A?en+1\ < ^

2(hn+1,en+1) < 2\A~$hn+1\ \Ahn+1\ < ^ | ^ * e " + 1 | 2 + ^.\A~i

| | t t | i

The estimate of G\ is nothing but some estimates of the trilinear forms containing <5"+1, 5n+1 or Sn+1.

For each term in it, we have to obtain an estimate in terms of |^4«<Jn+1|, |yl:i<$n+1| or |y4.5<5ra+1|. Since

there is nothing difficult, we directly state the final estimate:

For G2, we have

10 '
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here we used the property (2.9). Then the combination of the above estimates with (5.8) yields

9 If)/"2 A/f2£-
| en+l |2 + | g n + l _ e n+l |2 + ±kv\Al e*+l\2 _ | cn|2 < X U C 1 ^ 1 fc

 | e n+l |2

(5.9) + 2 4 | ^ | e n + 1 _ en,2 + ( w^

10fc3 ,*i 2 20cjM0M1(^ + 2/t§) 3
+~7T | j 4 u"! + ^ k

Taking v = 2en+1 in (5.7) and noticing the relation (4.5), we have

\Pm en+1 |2 + |en+1 |2 + \Qmen+1 - en|2 + 2kv\Ahn+1\2 - \en\2

= 2kb(un, en+\ Pmen+1) - 2kb(en, un, Qmen+1) - 2fe6«, en, Qmen+1)
(5.10) -2kb{wn, en, en+1) + 2kb(en+1 -en,un, Pmen+1) - 2kb(en, un,en+1)

- 2 f c 6 « + to", en, en+1) - 2fc6(u", un, Pmen+1) + 2(hn+1, Qmen+1)
+2kG3{5n+1,en+1) - 2kG2{un+1,Qmen+1).

We summarize the estimate for each term on the right-hand side of (5.10) as:

2kb(un,en+\Pmen+l) <

2kb{en,un,Qmen+1) = -2kb(en+1 - en,un,Qmen+1) + 2kb(en+\un,Qmen+1)

2kb(en ,un,en+1) = -2kb(Qmen+1 - en,u",e"+1) + 2kb(Qmen+\un,en+1)

< ^ | > 4 i e » + l , a
10

1 0 "
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H|

The combination of the above estimates with (5.10) leads to

|en+l|2 +\Qm€n + l _ cn|2 + *kls\Ahn+1\2 - \tn\2

(5.11)
1

Noticing the stability conditions (4.2), the summation of (5.9) and (5.11) yields

where

1(VM£
(|en+l|2 + |en+l|2) _ (|en|2 + |cn|2) < 1UC1M1 K fcn+112 + |cn+l|2)

Now by introducing

4 =
-i-"cli

and using the discrete Gronwall inequality, we can get the results. D

For the two dimensional NS equations, the eigenvalues of the Stokes operator A has the following

asymptotic property

Am ~ m.

Obviously, to balance the spatial discretization error terms in the result of theorem 5.2, we should choose

M and m such that m = cM*.
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6. On Numerical Implementation. We discuss in this section the issues concerning the numerical

implementation of scheme (3.5)-(3.6). The large eddy simulation is simple. In fact, it is nothing but

a SGM with Euler forward time discretization except for the update of the approximation at previous

time step in Hm with Pmwn. The numerical implementation on this level is quite easy and we can

directly use the standard code for SGM to do this job. The main difficulty comes from the small eddy

simulation in the new time dependent small eddy subspace V , which is determined by the u^+1 related

projection •RJJJ1"1. It is almost impossible for us to use the formula (3.6) directly in computation because

it is really a time consuming procedure at every time step to compute V . To avoid computing the

small eddy subspace V , we have to construct certain equivalent forms of the algorithm (3.5)-(3.6),

whose numerical implementation should be as easy as general SGM. Fortunately, we can achieve this

by introducing some Lagrange multiplier. This kind of technique can be found in many literatures, for

example see [4],[6],[7] and etc.

By introducing a Lagrange multiplier ujn+l € Hm, the algorithm (3.5)-(3.6) is equivalent to: find

«+1 , t<;n + 1 ,wn + 1) G Hm x VM x Hm such that for any (vuv2,v3) eHmxVMxHm

(<+x + wn+1,v2) +fca«+1 + wn+\v2) + kb(u^+wn,u^ + wn,v2)
+£n+1(v2,u;n+1) = k(fn+\v2) + (u^ + wn,v2),

Cn+l(wn+1,v3)=0.

Let us denote

b? = kPm[u^ + wn + f + 1 - £ « , « » ) ] ,

b% = kPM[um + wn+ /"+1 - £ « + u>",«» + wn)}.

For an easy illustration, we regard w^+1, wn+1, w"+1, 6" and b% as column vectors of their Fourier

coefficients and rewrite the above system in the matrix form:

EmBwn+1 = 0,

where A = diag{l+kv\i, l+kv\2, •• • ,l+ki/\mi}, i = 1,2, mi =m,m2 = M;Em = (Imxm,Omx{M-m))>

B is a matrix of order M x M which is corresponding to the operator • + kv • +feP^B(uJJl
+1,-) +

fcPwB(-,u^+1). To see the above algebraic equations more clearly, we denote by #>,i and 6̂ ,2 t n e vectors

consisting of the first m components of b2 and the remainder M — m components of b2 respectively, and

write the matrix D2 and B in block form and define matrices C and G as follows: D2 = diag{Du,D22}

2l B22)'
C= {D£

where Bn € Rmxm, B22 € fl(M-m)x(M-m)) B12,B^ € fimx(^-'"), £>u = Dx and D22 = diag{\ +

kv\m+\, 1 + fc^Am+2, • • - , !+ kv\M}. Then we have

(6.1) vZt^D^Vl,

(6.2) 1 ' ^ ^ ^

(6.3)
21

B2l B22)'
C= {D£ -Bl)' " n " 12 22



The only equation which needs solving is (6.2) and the solving of (6.1) and (6.3) is straightforward. Since

matrix G is symmetric non-negative definite and generally invertible and well conditioned provided k is

small enough, this makes the conjugate gradient solution of (6.2) inexpensive. Besides solving (6.2) and

computing bn and b^, a great part of computational efforts is used to form the matrix B. Fortunately,

we only need to compute the sub-block Bn and B12 whose computing expenses is much less than the

whole matrix B, especially when M » m.

Again, we want to point out that the programming expense of the scheme (3.5)-(3.6) (or equivalent

(6.1)-(6.3)) is very cheap. (6.1) and (6.3) are actually the explicit SGM implementations in Hm and HM

and they can be carried out by the standard code for explicit SGM without any modification. Equations

(6.2) can be solved by direct method (the Gaussian elimination) or any iterative method (for example,

the conjugate gradient method) since the matrix Q is generally well conditioned.
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